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INDUSTRIAL ARTS // WRENCH

FINBACK // ULTIMATE BEATS

Hazy New England-style IPA brewed w/
Citra & Mosaic hops which have been a
POWER COMBO in the craft beer
industry. Extremely fresh flavors &
aromas of tropical fruits, fresh
squeezed juice, & a touch of pine to
balance things out
- Brendan // Co-Owner

Double Dry-Hopped Double IPA
brewed with a massive dose of
coconut. Hopped w/ mosaic to punch
up those tropical vibes. Coconut adds
an insane body to this thicc one
- Brendan // Co-Owner

FIDDLEHEAD // IPA

SLOOP // DDH SABRO BOMB

Proto-New England IPA which heavily
and appropriately utilizes early & late
additions of hops for bitterness &
aroma. Unfiltered for a hazy
appearance with a dank, resinous
bitterness for a dry finish. Snappy.
- Dan // Beertender Extraordinaire

Another killer edition of the Bomb
series from Sloop. Hazy New England
IPA base with a HEAVY double-dose of
Sabro hops which give tropical vibes in
the form of papaya, coconut & mango Dan // Beertender Extraordinaire

TORCH & CROWN // STOOP BEER

EL SEGUNDO // BROKEN SKULL

American Lager brewed w/ rice & corn for
a super dry body and then dry-hopped
with Citra hops for a fun interplay of
drinkablity at 5.1% ABV and a really
bright/clean hoppiness from the dryhopping.
- Doug // Co-Owner

Super clean & drinkable West Coast IPA
from the Cali Crushers El Segundo. Collab
with Stone Cold Steve Austin. Yeah that
guy. It tastes like grapefruit, freshly baked
biscuits, & pine trees
- Doug // Co-Owner

LIC // SEE CLEARLY NOW

INTERBORO // PREMIERE

Our friends helped us make a West Coast
IPA at a time when hazy IPAs were
everything we could see on the shelf.
Pine, citrus, and fresh af
- Doug // Co-Owner

A double dry-hopped Hazy IPA w/ the
super combo of Citra, Mosaic, & and
healthy gose of Australian Galaxy hops for
some dank, tropical essence.
- Doug // Co-Owner

FIFTH HAMMER // PLEASE PLEASE

THREES // I HATE MYSELF

Hoppy Lager dry-hopped w/ Hallertau
Blanc hops. Blanc is a neo-german hop
known for a more pronounced fruit note
than traditional german hops. Melon,
white wine, and subtle spice.
- Brendan // Co-Owner

Hazy New England IPA done right. Dry,
yet still saturated with all those fruity and
punchy hop notes
- Doug // Co-Owner

